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The literary evolution of Persian prose from the early sixth/twelfth cen-
tury onwards was marked by a considerable shift in the boundaries be-
tween prose and poetry. The blurring of distinction | functional and
formal alike | between the two media entailed the gradual aestheti-
zation of prose as a vehicle for artistic expression in a literary system,
where the literary-aesthetic function had been hitherto reserved for met-
ric discourse alone. The feature of \poeticalness", having evolved into a
prescriptive norm in meta-literary texts, became actualized in the mode
of artistic writing (nathr-i fann��), thus turning into a fact of literary
practice as well. By far the most common device of enhancing the norm
was poetry-insertion, or darj-i ash,�ar, that gave rise to a mixed, prosi-
metric idiom.1 In medieval Persian literature the prosimetrum was not
restricted to speci�c genres: it encompassed story-collections, historio-
graphic works, maq�amas, S. �uf�� writings and epistolography. Apart from
their aesthetic-ornamental markedness, verse inserts exercised a gamut
of functions in relation to the message conveyed by the prose text |
illustrating, exemplifying, legitimizing.2 Moreover, the poetry-insertion
served a potent instrument for a prose writer to de�ne himself with

1On varieties of poetry-insertion in the sixth/twelfth and seventh/thirteenth cen-
turies, see Khat.��b�� 1965:111{122, 153{157; Bah�ar [1942]:2/271{272; Sajj�ad�� 1978; an
overview of prosimetrum across di�erent genres of medieval Persian prose is given in
Meisami 1997.

2 The manifold functions of verse inserts in medieval Persian prose, with an empha-
sis on historiographic texts, have been studied by A.S. Melikian-Chirvani (1991:54{74;
1997) who examines the use of citations from Firdaus��'s Sh�ah-n�amah in the T�ar��kh-i
jah�angush�a of ,At.�a Malik Juvayn�� (completed 658/1260), and by J.S. Meisami (1994;
1995; 1997:303{309; 2000), who expounds on the ways in which the interpolations
from the poems of Firdaus�� and Niz.�am�� are deployed by Muh.ammad b. ,Al�� R�avand�� in
his R�ah. at al-s.ud�ur va �ayat al-sur�ur (completed around 601/1204{1205). J.S. Meisami
also provides valuable observations on the role of poetry-insertion in story-collections,
such as Kal��lah va Dimnah, Marzb�an-n�amah and Gulist�an (see Meisami 1997:309{
315), as well as in S. �uf�� writings, dealing with the Sav�anih. of Ah.mad Ghazz�al�� as a
case-study (idem 1997:298{303).
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respect to the literary tradition he was part of, either by means of bor-
rowing verse citations from its poetic reservoir or by emulating concrete
models while composing lines of his own. The examination of this device
thus provides a vantage point for exploring certain aspects of medieval
Persian intertextuality,3 �rst and foremost those which relate to the pat-
terns and mechanisms of appropriation and adaptation of poetic \alien"
texts or text elements into the target prose narrative.

Whereas up to now the phenomenon of poetry-insertion has been
studied mostly with respect to some works of nathr-i fann�� (see notes 1
and 2 above), the present paper draws attention to a markedly di�er-
ent type of medieval Persian prose, i.e. d�ast�ans, or \popular romances",
as they are usually referred to in Western scholarship.4 D�ast�ans are
voluminous narratives, often either anonymous or of spurious author-
ship, which relate the exploits of their eponymous heroes, freely min-
gling epic-heroic, religious, romantic and \picaresque" elements. Their
composition and transmission are closely linked to the institution of pro-
fessional or semi-professional storytellers known in various historical pe-
riods as muh. addith�un, qis.s.ah-kh

v�an�an or naqq�al�an. Commonly catego-
rized within the domain of Volksliteratur, d�ast�ans are permeated with the
pragmatics of oral/aural transmission and reception, displaying stylistic
simplicity and accessibility to addressees with diverse literary-linguistic
competence.5

Due to the chronological uncertainty surrounding the creation of most
d�ast�ans, it would have been precarious to attempt tracing the use of
poetry-insertion in this genre in a diachronic perspective. Some obser-
vations, nonetheless, can still be made. It appears that those of the
d�ast�ans which, though extant in later manuscripts, are dated with good
reason to the sixth/twelfth{early seventh/thirteenth centuries, i.e. dur-
ing the period when the technique of poetry-insertion was on the rise

3Given the broad understanding of the notion of intertextuality in literary critical
discourse that involves \all the phenomena ensuing from the relationships which a text
(or any textual unit, e.g., a title) establishes with an earlier or contemporary corpus
of texts" (Ben-Porat 1985:170), the present study focuses on the manifestations of an
intentional | as opposed to latent | intertextuality, which organizes the surface of
the text (cf. Lachmann 1989:393). It further narrows its scope, concentrating on text
production rather than on text reception; the aspect of decoding intertextual links
by the addressee is thus only cursorily touched upon.

4For this de�nition see e.g., Hanaway 1970:7; idem 1971; idem 1996:9. The only
attempt to consider the functioning of verse inserts in a d�ast�an was undertaken by
M. Gaillard in her study of Samak-i ,Ayy�ar (see Gaillard 1987:99{106).

5For general characteristics of medieval d�ast�an literature, see Hanaway 1970; Sali-
mov 1968; idem 1971:34{56; Mah. j�ub 2003(a):124{147. The lingua-stylistic and nar-
rative peculiarities of the d�ast�ans as stemming from the oral mode of their deliv-
ery (and of their aural reception respectively) were studied in detail in Rubanovich
2004:229{297.
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in artistic prose, prove to be almost completely lacking in poetic in-
terpolations. Thus, the anonymous Iskandar-n�amah features not a sin-
gle verse insertion, while the D�ar�ab-n�amah (1058 printed pages; D�ar�ab-
n�amah 1965{68) ascribed to Ab�u T. �ahir T. ars�us�� contains only �ve verse
passages of ten lines altogether. The lengthy Samak-i ,Ayy�ar (2360
pages; Samak-i ,Ayy�ar 1984{85), written down roughly at the same pe-
riod, numbers some 68 instances of verse quotation (247 lines and four
hemistiches overall); a sizeable amount of these was undoubtedly in-
terpolated by later copyist(s) (Gaillard 1987:11{12, 106). At the same
time, a brief numerical excursus shows a spread of the technique from
the end of the ninth/�fteenth century onwards. The F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah
of B��gham��6 in its two-volume edition of 1675 pages comprises about 400
verse quotations, nearly one thousand lines all in all.7 The Ab�u Muslim-
n�amah (1800 printed pages), the earliest extant manuscript of which
dates probably in the end of the tenth/sixteenth century (Ab�u Muslim-
n�amah 2001:1/19), incorporates 262 citations of 600 lines and thirteen
half-lines altogether, and the H. amzah-n�amah counts 81 instances of verse
citation, amounting to 110 distichs and one single hemistich for the total
of 546 printed pages.8

Aside from this quantitative data, the growing importance of the
device in the d�ast�an genre is borne out by the evidence of treatises from
the ninth/�fteenth and tenth/sixteenth centuries, which deal | either
entirely or in part | with the essentials of professional storytelling.
In his Futuvvat-n�amah-i Sult.�an�� in a section devoted to \the ways of
expression of storytellers and raconteurs" (dar bay�an-i qis.s.ah-kh

v�an�an
va afs�anah-g�uy�an), Maul�an�a H. usayn V�a,iz. K�ashif�� (d. 910/1504{5) lists
the insertion of verse passages among the eighth practices (�ad�ab) of the
profession, laying down the following rule for its use:

\Every now and then [a storyteller] should embellish his prose
with verse, [but] not in the manner that would cause tedious-

6The work was originally published under the title D�ar�ab-n�amah which was later
emended by the editor himself to F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah (see F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah 1960{
63:2/765{766). Throughout this paper the emended title is used.

7It has been suggested (Hanaway 1974:19{20) that the borrowed verses might have
been inserted not by B��gham�� himself, but rather by scribes who thus \improved" the
plain style of the d�ast�an to make it more appealing to the literary taste of the time.
Although on the whole this suggestion is by no means implausible and proves valid, as
indicated above, for Samak-i ,Ayy�ar, it cannot be su�ciently corroborated in the case
of the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah. Importantly, it �nds no substantiation in the manuscript
history of the text that seems to have been copied from the autograph already in
B��gham��'s life-time by one Mah.m�ud Daftar-Khv�an, which fact considerably reduces
the probability of scribal interference (for a polemical discussion of the making of the
F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah see Rubanovich 2004:107{111).

8H. amzah-n�amah 1968{69.
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ness (mal�al), for the great minds have said: `Verse in story-
telling is like salt in a pot; if it's little, the food would become
insipid, if it's excessive, [the dish] would become salty`. Thus,
one should observe measure (i ,tid�al)"9

Although the rationale for the frequency of using the device might
well have lain with the personal predilection of a storyteller, the possible
impact of local storytelling \schools", as well as a change in the per-
formance mode at large, should not be ruled out. Mull�a ,Abd al-Nab��
Fakhr al-Zam�an�� (d. circa 1041/1631{32), himself a professional story-
teller who specialized in reciting the tale of Am��r H. amzah, describes the
three performing styles (t.arz ) of this tale | those of Iran, T�ur�an (i.e.,
Central Asia) and Hind�ust�an, leaving aside the \style of R�um" (i.e., the
Ottoman Empire) which he had not had the chance to witness in per-
son.10 Expounding on the reciting manner of Iranian storytellers, ,Abd
al-Nab�� mentions their sparing use of verse interpolation, while his ex-
planation, as in the case of V�a,iz. K�ashif��, resides with the pragmatics of
reception: \for it (i.e., poetry-insertion) distracts the listener from the
subject (mat.lab) and casts him away from his principal purpose, which
is listening to the (prose) story."11

His reserved attitude notwithstanding, the author undoubtedly ac-
cords the technique of poetry-insertion a certain prominence by com-
piling a collection (jung) of verse excerpts, titled T. ar�az al-akhb�ar. The
excerpts, culled from the works of di�erent poets, are arranged themat-
ically and include descriptions of battles, feasts, horses, alternation of
day and night, and so on. As a result, ,Abd al-Nab�� provides his fellow-
storytellers with a manual comprising an inventory of ready-made poetic
examples to be memorized and then recited in relevant narrative con-
texts during a storytelling event | a procedure that is known under the
technical term of mun�asib-khv�an��.12 Signi�cantly, in his portrayal of an
exemplary raconteur, ,Abd al-Nab�� Fakhr al-Zam�an�� puts special empha-
sis on a storyteller's ability to aptly interpolate verse passages, whether
previously memorized or improvised on the spot, without repeating any
of them during the same performing session.13 It thus appears that from
about the end of the ninth/�fteenth century one can conceive of poetry-
insertion in terms of a structural norm of the d�ast�an genre; at the same
time, the importance in this genre of continuous plot narrative, as well as
the orientation toward the pragmatic needs of the addressee, who must

9Futuvvat-n�amah 1971: 304.
10See Mah. j�ub 2003:1089{1093.
11Ibid., p. 1090.
12See Ibid., p. 1090.
13Idem:1087.
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process a message aurally and instantly in the course of the performance,
put a constraint on the device, the use of which in the d�ast�ans has never
approached the dense prosimetrum of such works as Maq�am�at-i H. am��d��,
Sindb�ad-n�amah or R�ah. at al-s.ud�ur va �ayat al-sur�ur.14

It has been repeatedly observed that most of the d�ast�ans incorporate
two distinct types of interpolation.15 The �rst type is verses with iden-
ti�able | albeit not always easily | authorship, which are borrowed by
d�ast�an-compilers from earlier as well as contemporary poets and repre-
sent an array of poetic genres | ghazal, qas.��dah, rub�a,��, mathnav��.16 The

14Here I am partly at variance with W. Hanaway's ruling that says: \[The introduc-
tion of verse] is a characteristic which popular prose (i.e., d�ast�ans, J.R.) shares with
its polite counterpart, for verse is just as frequently used in the romances as it is in the
book[s] of history or ethics of the court writers" (Hanaway 1970:280|281). To high-
light the quantitative di�erence: less than 200 printed pages of Maq�am�at-i H. am��d��, a
prime example of artistic prose, are interspersed with over 300 poetic passages count-
ing some 852 verses on the whole (see Maq�am�at-i H. am��d�� 1993); the insertions in the
Sindb�ad-n�amah of Z. ah��r��-yi Samarqand�� (Sindb�ad-n�amah 2002) amount to 773 dis-
tichs and 23 hemistiches; R�ah. at al-s.ud�ur va �ayat al-sur�ur of Muh.ammad ,Al�� R�avand��
counts a total of 2799 verses (according to M. Iqb�al's data; see R�ah. at al-s.ud�ur 1921:
xxii). One would possibly argue that the principal reason for the variance between
the artistic prose and the d�ast�an literature with respect to poetry-insertion lies not so
much with the pragmatics of aural reception and narrative characteristics of the latter,
as with the di�erence in their target audiences, artistic prose being intended for liter-
ary connoisseurs with their deep appreciation for stylistic virtuosity and learnedness.
However, it would be a major simpli�cation to envisage the audience of the d�ast�ans
as uneducated and illiterate commoners alone. Literary-historical testimonies, as
well as inner evidence of the texts themselves, make it clear that medieval d�ast�ans
were meant for consumption by addressees with diverse literary-linguistic competence
as well as of variegated social standing; the latter fact is well reected in the var-
ied quality of d�ast�an manuscripts ranging from unassuming cheap copies, at times
with slipshod writing and spelling mistakes, to sumptuously illustrated manuscripts
produced in royal ateliers (for examples of both types see Borschevskij 1963:18{21;
Pritchett 2003:650; Verma 1994:418). Also highly instructive in this regard is ,Abd
al-Nab��'s enumeration of the potential audience of the tale [of H. amzah], which com-
prises rulers (sal�at.��n), statesmen (arb�ab-i duval ; daulatmand�an), viziers, am��rs, as
well as \worthy and learned men" (mardum-i q�abil-u f�ad. il) who represent a \demand-
ing assembly, eloquent, expressive and uent [in speech]" (jam�a,at-i dushv�ar-pasand-i
fas.��h. -u bal��gh-u sal��s; Mah. j�ub 2003:1087). Whereas for common and unsophisticated
listeners d�ast�ans were an accessible | and possibly even the only | means to par-
ticipate in a literary process, more educated circles might have been prompted by the
desire to move occasionally amid di�erent esthetic frames.

15See F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah 1960{63:2/768{769; Hanaway 1974:19{20; Ab�u Muslim-
n�amah 2001:1/122{123.

16 The examination of the repertoire of poetic citations in the d�ast�ans might yield
interesting results as regards the contemporary \index of popularity" of concrete
poets and works. Thus, the compiler of the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah demonstrates a clear
preference for Firdaus�� and Niz.�am��, as well as Sa,d��. The former two are also favored
in the H. amzah-n�amah, while the Ab�u Muslim-n�amah borrows to a large extent from
the poetry of Sa,d�� and the Garsh�asp-n�amah of Asad�� T. �us��. For an attempt at
utilizing the evidence of poetic inserts in the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah to shed light on the
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other type consists of passages in the mutaq�arib meter and the mathnav��
form, which reveal the tight connection with the prose narrative, not in-
frequently including direct references to dramatis personae. It has been
suggested17 that this last type of verse could have been either composed
by the authors of the d�ast�ans themselves or interpolated by them from
corresponding lost metrical versions of the d�ast�ans; the former possibil-
ity appears by far the most probable.18 Although such authorial verses
may o�er valuable material for studying the a�nities of the d�ast�an-genre
to the epic poetic tradition at large, as well as the forms of imitation
of epic poetry by qis.s.ah-kh

v�ans in particular, their examination is left
out of the present inquiry, which focuses on the most explicit manifesta-
tion of intentional intertextuality, i.e. citations. In what follows I shall
attempt to determine the patterns of borrowing and adapting verse cita-
tions, excerpted from the works of medieval poets, with the purpose of
elucidating the creative strategies of the d�ast�an-compilers in their reuse
of poetic tradition.19

***

Similarly to belletristic and historiographic prose, verse citations in
the d�ast�ans are conventionally inserted without an acknowledgment of
their authorship, sometimes by means of impersonal or oblique refer-
ences: \as it was said. . . " (chun�ank guftah-and); \as the poet/master
says. . . " (chun�ank/chun�anchih sh�a`ir/ust�ad g�uyad); \but the wise men
of the time said. . . " (amm�a h. ukam�a-yi r�uzg�ar guftah-and) and other
variants.20 Presented either as authorial voice or as characters' speech,
they are usually separated from prose by meta-textual markers, which

reception of Firdaus��'s Sh�ah-n�amah and the Khamsah of Niz.�am�� at the end of the
ninth/�fteenth century, see Rubanovich 2006.

17F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah 1960{63:2/768{769; Hanaway 1970:247{249; idem 1974:20;
Ab�u Muslim-n�amah 2001:1/123.

18See Rubanovich 2006; cf. Gaillard 1987:106; see also below, footnote 51.
19To facilitate reference while quoting examples, the following abbreviations will

be used: D�ar�ab-n�amah = DN; Samak-i ,Ayy�ar = SA; F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah = FN; Ab�u
Muslim-n�amah = AMN; H. amzah-n�amah = H. N. Where applicable, in addition to
page number the volume number is indicated before the slash. Most of the examples
are drawn from the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah of B��gham��, which, as already mentioned, by
far surpasses other texts in the quantity of citations. In identifying the verses from
the Sh�ah-n�amah of Firdaus�� and the Khamsah of Niz.�am��, I made extensive use of
the concordances to the poems (see respectively: Dab��r-siy�aq�� 1969{71 and Ush��dar��
1991{92).

20See, for example: SA 1/181; 2/58; 2/101; FN 1/80; 2/118; 1/766; 2/448; 2/699;
H. N 3; AMN 1/542; 1/546; 3/96; 4/436. By way of exception a handful of verses bear
a more precise attribution. Among the names mentioned are Firdaus�� (FN 2/549),
Asad�� [T. �us��] (AMN 2/378); T. �us�� (AMN 1/632), Sir�aj-i Balkh�� (DN 1/507), Fakhr
[al-D��n] Gurg�an�� (SA 1/20), `Uns.ur�� (DN 1/506) and Anvar�� (FN 2/166).
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range from a general designation (bayt/aby�at/shi ,r/naz.m) to a more pre-
cise genre de�nition (mathnav��, rub�a,�� or qit.,ah).

21

The examination of a considerable corpus of citations in relation to
their source texts reveals that at the hands of d�ast�an-compilers the inter-
polations from narrative poems (e.g., by Firdaus��, Asad�� T. �us��, Niz.�am��)
are subject to adaptation far more frequently than those borrowed from
short lyric forms, undergoing two major transformations. The most com-
mon transformation is that of \de-contextualization", when the original
context is either partially or completely disregarded, while the quotation
itself is left mostly unaltered. Describing the night-watch in the armies
of Iranians and Yemenites on the eve of battle, B��gham�� interpolates the
following verses from the Khusrau va Sh��r��n of Niz.�am��:

22

jaras dar p�asg�ah uft�adah az dast

jaras-jumb�an khar�ab-u p�asb�an mast

siy�asat bar zam��n d�aman nih�adah

zam�anah t��gh-r�a gardan nih�adah

zan�ash�uy�� bah-ham khursh��d-u mah-r�a

rah. am bastah bah-z�adan subh. gah-r�a

giriftah �asm�an shab-r�a dar �agh�ush

shudah khursh��d-r�a mashriq far�am�ush

`In the guard-place the bell fell down from the hand [of the bell-
ringer]

the bell-ringer is exhausted, the (night) watchman intox-
icated (with sleep)

Punishment spread its cover over the earth,

time laid its neck down under the sword

[It's the moment of] the nuptials for the Sun and the Moon,

the womb of dawn is sealed against delivery

The heavens took the night in their embrace

the Sun became oblivious of the East'

Whereas in the d�ast�an the passage appears within the conventional epic
narrative situation of night watching (t.al�ayah) around the camp, in

21On closer examination, de�nitions of the latter kind do not always prove exact.
The compiler (or perhaps, a copyist) of the H. amzah-n�amah is particularly notable
for carelessness of a sort in this matter, often presenting passages in a mathnav�� form
as rub�a,�� (see H. N 103, 132, 138 (however, cf. H. N 163, 194, 285, where the correct
genre de�nition of the same passage is given), 161, 447).

22FN 1/332; cf. Khusrau va Sh��r��n 1960:507, ll. 9{12.
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Niz.�am��'s poem it forms part of the lyric prelude that introduces the
episode of Sh��r��n's prayer vigils in her palace, and is thus devoid of
any epic connotation. The choice of the verses by B��gham�� seems to
have been conditioned by a simple association triggered by his use of
the word \watchman" (p�asb�an) in the story immediately preceding the
interpolation. Although the \violent" metaphor in the second distich,
signifying the fall of darkness, is consistent with the new, \military",
context, the signi�cance of the erotic imagery in the last two lines that
echoes Sh��r��n's love-longing for Khusrau, becomes completely lost in the
d�ast�an.

Yet another night scene in the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah | \when the world
became black and dark, a myriad of lamps and torches were lit up (s.ad
haz�ar chir�agh-u mash,alah bar kardand),"23 | is illustrated with two
verses from the Sh�ah-n�amah of Firdaus��, one of which reads:24

chu r�u-yi zam��n gasht chun par[r]-i z�agh

bar (Sh�ah-n�amah: az ) afr�az-i k�uh andar �amad chir�agh

`When the earth surface turned like the wing of a raven

the light (or lamps) rose on the top of the mountain'

In Firdaus��'s original, chir�agh metaphorically designates the moon which
appears \from behind the mountain top" (az afr�az-i k�uh). In the insert,
however, it is taken in the literal sense of \lamp" or \torch" to match
the context of the narration, hence the change of the preposition from
az to bar.

As a special case of de-contextualization, one may consider multiple
instances of \gender shift", facilitated by the absence of the grammatical
category of gender in Persian: the virtues of a male hero Farrukhz�ad are
described by Firdaus��'s verse on Tahm��nah:25

rav�an-ash khirad b�ud-u tan j�an-i p�ak

tu guft�� kih bahrah nad�arad zih-kh�ak

\Her/his soul was [all] wisdom, her/his body was pure spirit

you would say that she/he does not have a share from
earth"

while the two beautiful maidens `Ayn al-H. ay�at and T�ur�an-dukht are
portrayed by means of the passage depicting Khusrau and Sh��r��n on a
hunt:26

23FN 1/106.
24FN 1/106; cf. Sh�ah-n�amah 1987{2005:3/17, l. 236.
25FN 1/59, cf. Sh�ah-n�amah 1987{2005:2/122, l. 58.
26FN 1/766; cf. Khusrau va Sh��r��n 1960:211{212, ll. 7{10.
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Yak-��-r�a dast-i sh�ah�� t�aj d�adah

yak-�� s.ad t�aj-r�a t�ar�aj d�adah

Yak-��-r�a sumbul az gul dam��dah (Khusrau va Sh��r��n: bar-kash��dah)

yak-��-r�a gird-i gul sumbul ras��dah (Khusrau va Sh��r��n:
dam��dah)

Yak-�� margh�ul-i `ambar bastah bar g�ush

yak-�� mishk��n kamand afgandah bar d�ush

Yak-�� az t.auq-i khud mah-r�a shikastah

yak-�� bar mah zih-ghabghab t.auq bastah.

`The one (i.e., Khusrau) was granted crown by the royal hand (i.e.
by Fate)

the other (i.e. Sh��r��n) plundered one hundred crowns,

The one had the beard springing up from the rose (i.e. cheeks)

the other had the rose [of her cheeks] surrounded by tresses,

The one tied up an ambergris ringlet to [his] ear

the other cast the musk lasso (i.e. hair) on [her] shoulders

The one split the moon (i.e. face) with his incipient moustache

the other fastened around her moon (i.e. face) the necklace
of her double chin'

In Niz.�am��'s version the passage furnishes a highly gendered description
of male and female beauty, which is articulated by the contrasting paral-
lel structure of each distich, as well as by the rhetorical �gures of mur�a,�at
al-naz.��r (in the second line) and of ��h�am (sumbul and t.auq in the second
and the fourth lines respectively). The erotic intensity of the portrayal
of the two heterosexual lovers is further triggered by the background
fertility associations which are suggested by the words sumbul (= sum-
bulah; designating \ear of corn/wheat" as well as a sign Virgo, typically
connected with harvesting) and gul (\rose", \redness", also in a certain
usage, according to Steingass, \penis"). The \gender shift", to which
the insert is subject in the d�ast�an, however, obliterates the metaphorical
and rhetorical richness of the passage, making it partly incomprehensible
even on a surface level.27

27I am grateful to Prof. Maria Subtelny for having discussed with me various layers
of interpretation of this passage. For more examples of de-contextualization see FN
1/281 (cf. Sh�ah-n�amah 1960-1971:8/164, l. 1880; the original verse depicts the moon;
in the d�ast�an it refers to sunrise); FN 2/714 (cf. Haft Paykar 1972:685; in the original
the verse describes a frozen pond on a windy winter day; in the d�ast�an, a pond on a
paradisiac island where reigns a never-ending spring); FN 1/80 (cf. Khusrau va Sh��r��n
1960/512{513, ll. 48{54, except for l. 53) and FN 1/81 (cf. ibid :514{515, ll. 62{76,
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De-contextualization can thus bring about the transposition of the
borrowed verses from the lyric narrative mode to the epic one, as well
as the reduction of their semantic density, resulting either from the dis-
regard for (and perhaps even from the lack of comprehension of) their
metaphorical meaning or from the \gender shift". It seems that the rea-
son for the contextual incoherence of the inserts with their original should
be sought for, �rst and foremost, in the pragmatics of text-production,
i.e., the type of sources which the d�ast�an-compilers could have been
working from.

By the end of the eighth/fourteenth century the fragmentary dis-
tribution and consumption of poetic works had gained a �rm ground
due to the wide spread of anthologies and albums known variously as
bay�ad. , majm�u,ah, saf��nah, or jung. These collections typically amassed
variegated literary materials, however, not in a full-edged form but
rather in selections, o�ering \representative" bits and pieces to their
readers/listeners.28 A speci�c variety of poetic anthologies consisted of
compilations of excerpts from the work(s) of a certain author, arranged
in thematic rubrics. Signi�cantly, the poems of Firdaus�� and Niz.�am�� who
prove to be among the most cited poets in the d�ast�ans,29 are known to
have been reworked into thematic compilations of the kind described.

The earliest selection from the Sh�ah-n�amah appears to be the Ikhtiy�a-
r�at-i Sh�ah-n�amah (or Kit�ab-i intikh�ab-i Sh�ah-n�amah) by ,Al�� b. Ah.mad
dated from 474/1081{82.30 Muh.ammad ,Auf�� mentions in his Lub�ab al-
alb�ab31 a collection with the same title compiled by Mas,�ud-i Sa,d (i.e.,
Mas,�ud-i Sa,d-i Salm�an; d. 515/1121{22), however it is unclear whether
we are not dealing here with the same, albeit di�erently attributed,

except for ll. 67, 68, 71, 75; \gender shift"). In addition to the described varieties,
de-contextualization typically accompanies numerous instances of the change in the
narrative voice, when an interpolation originally indicating the authorial stance is
put into the mouth of characters, or vice versa.

28For useful observations on the development of poetic anthologies and albums,
see Akimushkin 1993:3{8; Roxburgh 2001. To give just two typical examples of
this kind of works: the Anthology in the Topkap� Palace Museum Library, made
for Iskandar Sult.�an and dated 816/1413{14, comprises | among other miscellany
| \The Fable of the Hunter, Dog, and Fox" excerpted from Niz.�am��'s Makhzan al-
asr�ar, the story of Rustam conquering the D��v Akhv�an from the Sh�ah-n�amah, as
well as an episode from one of `At.t.�ar's poems (see Roxburgh 2001:129); a manuscript
of the famous eleventh/seventeenth-century Saf��nah-i S. �a'ib in the Oriental Institute
of RAN includes fragments from the poems of Niz.�am��, `At.t.�ar, and Am��r Khusrau
Dihlav�� alongside with fragmentary verses (usually only mat.la, and maqt.a,) culled
from ghazals and qas.��dahs of nearly 800 poets (for a detailed description of the
manuscript, see Akimushkin 1993:40{52, no. 8).

29See above, note 16.
30See Storey/de Blois 1992{94:5/152.
31Lub�ab al-alb�ab 1903{1906:2/33.
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work.32 In any case, ,Auf��'s wording | \every one who would read the
Ikhtiy�ar�at-i Sh�ah-n�amah . . . would perceive the extent of the power [of
expression] that Firdaus�� had possessed" | gives an impression that in
,Auf��'s time (i.e., the end of the sixth/twelfth | early seventh/thirteenth
centuries) the common way to familiarize oneself with the Sh�ah-n�amah
was by means of mediatory works which included its chosen fragments.33

As regards Niz.�am��, I shall mention the Khul�as.ah-i Khamsah which ex-
ists in copious manuscripts, the oldest dated from 883/1479.34 In one
of the copies, edited by M.Th. Houtsma, the selections from Niz.�am��'s
poems are arranged in 37 chapters under topical headings (e.g., \On
forbearance", \On giving advice", \On generosity and magnanimity",
etc.). Although within the chapters the verses are grouped according to
the poem from which they are extracted, the principle of fragmentary
organization prevails: the lines from each poem are not demarcated in
any way, thus forming one lengthy quotation combined of selections that
are taken out of their narrative context. It is perhaps not without in-
terest that Khul�as.ah-i Khamsah contains at least ten verses which are
also found in the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah;35 it would be far-fetched, however,
to assume direct borrowing.

The conjecture regarding the reliance of the d�ast�an-compilers on
some mediatory sources is also buttressed by the existence of such a
collection as the T. ar�az al-akhb�ar of ,Abd al-Nab�� Fakhr al-Zam�an��. As
mentioned, the T. ar�az al-akhb�ar, which comprised thematic excerpts from
a host of di�erent poets, was meant to satisfy the occupational needs
of professional storytellers by availing them with verse-illustrations for
memorization and further insertion into their narration of the H. amzah-
n�amah. Although no works similar to that of ,Abd al-Nab�� have come
to light as yet,36 it is quite likely that they were current before the
eleventh/seventeenth century, serving the compilers of the F��r�uzsh�ah-
n�amah and the Ab�u Muslim-n�amah as well. In any case, the hypothesis

32Cf. Storey/de Blois 1992{94:5/152{153.
33Cf. Meisami 1995:268, 273.
34Storey/de Blois 1992{94:5/492{494; Houtsma 1921. For additional epitomes of

Niz.�am��'s Khamsah see Storey/de Blois 1992{94:5/494; Nijazov 1979:87, no. 85; idem,
88{90, nos. 87, 88, 89.

35See Houtsma 1921:5, l. 21 (cf. FN 1/120 and 1/244); p. 47, l. 14 (cf. FN 2/228);
p. 49, ll. 17{19 (cf. FN 1/332); p. 50, ll. 9{13 (cf. FN 1/81).

36In this regard I shall mention the manuscript A 681 in the Oriental Institute of
RAN, dated from the end of the 19th{early 20th century (see Akimushkin 1993:238,
no. 56; I am grateful to Firuza I. Abdullaeva who drew my attention to this catalogue
item). The manuscript, pertinently entitled Sar�ap�a, comprises 118 theme-words re-
currently used in lyric poetry (\face", \ears", \eyes", etc.), whereas every such theme-
word is illustrated with one or two verses. While the purpose of its composition is
never stated in the manuscript itself, one may wonder whether it was not compiled
for use by professional storytellers.
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on the primarily (albeit, as will be indicated below, not solely) frag-
mentary reception of narrative poetic works seems to account well not
only for the cases of de-contextualization, but also for the numerous
instances of the collage-like aggregation of verses, when disparate lines
from various sections of large poems, the Sh�ah-n�amah of Firdaus�� in
particular, are joined into thematic clusters to appear in set narrative
contexts, namely exhortations on the vicissitudes of fate,37 depiction of
battle scenes,38 and the description of alternation of day and night.39

Thus fragmented, the verses become highly susceptible to the processes
of creative augmentation and, as in the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah, are liberally
diluted by the stylized lines of the storyteller's own making.40 Besides,
as will be shown in some detail below, they easily acquire a formulaic
character reecting the traditional aesthetics of the d�ast�ans.

While de-contextualization in the d�ast�ans seems to be devoid of any
considerable imprint of the authorial manipulation with intertexts, the
latter is clearly evident in the technique of substitution for the sake of
plot adjustment. The scope of the adjustment may vary from a single
word (notably a change in the names of characters) to a whole dis-
tich. For example, describing the defeat of a Yemenite warrior at the
hands of an Iranian Siy�amak, B��gham�� interpolates a verse from the
episode of Rustam's �ght with Ashkab�us, altering the original kash�an��
to yam�an��.41 The stallion on which Siy�amak prances in front of the en-
emy is portrayed by means of the passage on the merits of Sh��r��n's horse,
Shabd��z, while a verse reading \she (i.e., Sh��r��n) has a stallion strapped
in her manger. . . " (bar �akhur bastah d�arad rah-navard-��) is changed into:
\there was a stallion under him (i.e., Siy�amak) . . . " (bah-z��r-i r�an-[a]sh
bud yak rah-navard-�� . . . ).42 In the same d�ast�an, a description of the
feast in the Yemenite camp is enhanced by a quotation from Niz.�am��'s
Haft Paykar that depicts the pleasures of a solitary meeting between
the merchant M�ah�an and a moon-like par�� who turns out to be a d��v.
To integrate the insert into the target context the original line \when
M�ah�an on account of [his] intoxication tore down the veil of shame, / his
passion for the moon (i.e. the par��) was aroused" (chun zih-mast�� dar��d
pardah-yi sharm / gasht bar m�ah mihr-i M�ah�an garm)43 is rather clum-
sily altered into \when the intoxication tore down the veil of shame, /
the champions became ushed with wine" (chunkih mast�� dar��d pardah-i

37E.g., FN 1/109, 427; 2/448, 482.
38E.g., FN 1/101, 107, 110; 2/549, 591 etc.
39E.g., FN 1/103, 106, 284; 2/67, 176, 564, 591 and so on.
40E.g., FN 1/33, 103, 190; 2/484, 549 and many more.
41FN 1/279; cf. Sh�ah-n�amah 1987-2005:3/185, l. 1307.
42FN 1/343; cf. Khusrau va Sh��r��n 1960:98, l. 77.
43Haft Paykar 1972:768.
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sharm / pahlav�an�an shudand az may garm).44 Besides obliterating the
alliterative pattern in the second hemistich, this modi�cation alters the
narrative mode from lyric to epic, smoothing away the erotic aspect of
the description, let alone the symbolic-esoteric signi�cance of the whole
episode from which it is extracted.45

Although not every instance of de-contextualization and substitu-
tion in the d�ast�ans necessarily brings about the semantic simpli�cation
of the original,46 the above examples seem to point towards the general
tendency on the part of the d�ast�an-compilers to exploit the narrative
potential of the source quotation without much concern for its polyse-
manticity and/or stylistic complexity. The emphasis on the narrative
function of poetic intertexts is especially prominent in the prose para-
phrase of whole episodes borrowed from epic poems. Two instances of
such paraphrasing are found in the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah, suggesting that be-
sides some thematic collections of fragmentary quotations, its compiler
might have had recourse to more or less continuous sections of certain
texts, either full or anthologized. The �rst instance of the paraphrase
concerns the sequence of episodes relating how the Yemenite princess

44FN 1/358.
45For additional instances of substitution for the sake of plot adjustment see FN

2/549 (cf. Sh�ah-n�amah 1987{2005:4/7, l. 65); FN 2/732 (cf. Haft Paykar 1972:701
and 766); AMN 2/385 (cf. Garsh�asp-n�amah 1975:408, l. 110).

46Consider the following quotation in the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah, interpolated from
Niz.�am��'s Haft Paykar (FN 1/341-342; cf. Haft Paykar 1972:658):

b�amd�ad�an kih s.ubh. -i zarr��n-t�aj
kurs�� az zar nih�ad-u takht az `�aj

k�ard�an�an (Haft Paykar: k�ard�ar�an)-u k�arfarm�ay�an
ham qav��-dast-u ham qav��-r�ay�an

az ,arab t�a ,ajam sav�ar shudand
s�u (Haft Paykar: kh�u)-yi sh��r�an-i k�arz�ar shudand

sh��r-mard�an chu sh��r-i mardum-khv�ar
,azm kardand s�u-yi �an payk�ar

`at dawn, when the gold-crowned morning
erected the chair of gold and the ivory throne,

the skilled (in battle; Haft Paykar : the con�dants) and those in com-
mand (of battle),

both strong-armed and strong-minded,
from amongst the Arabs and the Persians mounted (their horses)

and made their way towards the combating lions;
the �ghters (lit. lion-like men), akin to man-eating lions,

wended their way to that battle-ground'
In the Haft Paykar the last distich reads: sh��r-d�ar�an du sh��r-i mardum-khv�ar /
yallah (sic) kardand bar nish�anah-i k�ar (\Lion-keepers let the two man-eating lions
loose / at the target of business"), and thus refers non-metaphorically to the actual
lions, from the midst of which Bahr�am must snatch the royal crown. In the d�ast�an,
to the contrary, the verse is informed with the �gurative meaning created by the
conventional comparison of warriors to \lions". For a similar procedure see also: FN
2/723 (cf. Gulist�an 1970:334).
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,Ayn al-H. ay�at falls in love with F��r�uzsh�ah after having beheld the three
portraits of him in her garden.47 It reproduces quite closely the famous
story of Sh��r��n and Khusrau in the poem of Niz.�am��.

48 The other occurs
in the story of F��r�uzsh�ah's adventures on the Fiery Island, and has as its
prototype a chapter recounting the exploits of Garsh�asp on the Island
of Band�ab from the Garsh�asp-n�amah of Asad�� T. �us��.

49 In both cases the
paraphrase incorporates some amount of the original verses which are
rearranged to match the ow of the narration and modi�ed (sometimes
considerably) according to their new context. In this way, for example,
Niz.�am��'s \Sh��r��n" is changed to a more general dilbar (\enchantress")50

while \Garsh�asp" is substituted by \F��r�uzsh�ah."51 To illustrate how the
technique of paraphrasing works in the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah I shall compare
a parallel sample from the Garsh�asp-n�amah and the d�ast�an.

The Garsh�asp-n�amah (Garsh�asp-n�amah 1975:184, ll. 22{27):

The commander and the chosen ones from his army
entered (the palace) and looked around

There was a palace [bursting with] colors, like spring,
it was encircled by four galleries (ayv�an) [built] of crystal

From above the gallery there hung the e�gies
of countless creatures of every form and shape:

D��vs, human beings, elephants, crocodiles,
game, birds, lions, leopards

They hung downwards from the curves of the arches,
studded with a variety of gems

You would say, [these e�gies] have just been created:
a�ected neither by moisture from clouds nor by dust from
the wind

The F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah (FN 1/818{819):

The prince (i.e., F��r�uzsh�ah) approached the door of the �rst
gallery, pushed and opened it. He entered the gallery and
kept walking till he reached the middle. He looked round
the gallery and saw various paintings of all kinds, which had

47FN 1/38{46.
48Khusrau va Sh��r��n 1960:101{119.
49See FN 1/819-821; cf. Garsh�asp-n�amah 1975:183{187.
50FN 1/43.
51 FN 1/820. Curiously, the latter modi�cation, coupled with the tight connection

between the prose narrative and verse interpolations, lead Dh. S. af�a and following
him, W. Hanaway, both of whom failed to identify the source of borrowing, to sur-
mise that we were dealing with the vestiges of some lost versi�ed version of the
F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah, or, alternatively, with the authorial verses (see F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah
1960-63:2/768{769; Hanaway 1970:247{249; idem 1974:20; idem 1999).
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been painted on the walls: d��vs, par��s, and human beings,
kings and beggars, old and young, men and women; animals
which God created: birds of every sort, the wild and the
feathered from land and sea. In the middle of the gallery [he
saw] a pool, from which sprang a fountain of an exceptionally
pure water. Inside the pool pearls, rubies, turquoises, and
chrysolites were scattered instead of pebbles; all the creatures
which had been painted on the walls of the gallery, were
reected in the water. The prince looked into the pool, saw
everything in the water and became wonderstruck. Verse
(bayt):

D��vs, human beings, elephants, crocodiles
game, lions, cheetahs, leopards,

Domes and downward arches |
all were reected in that pool (sic!)

The prince remained astonished and said: `Verily, we had ex-
perienced a lot of hardships, but [now] we've beheld a mar-
velous thing. Who built this gallery?' One of the youths
(who accompanied F��r�uzsh�ah) extended his hand to pick up
a gem from the bottom of the pool; however hard he tried,
he could not reach down to the gems. Bihr�uz ,Ayy�ar said:
`One should dive into the pool and pull some of these gems
out'. Another youth took o� his clothes and stepped into the
pool; however deep he dived, he could not reach its bottom.
[Then] they realized that it was a talisman (t.ilism) too.

While reworking verse into prose, B��gham�� elaborates the original mo-
tifs according to the peculiar aesthetics of the d�ast�an genre with its roots
in oral tradition. This involves enumeration (e.g., of painted objects and
gems) and thematic redundancy (e.g., the motifs of astonishment and
of diving are reiterated twice), enhanced by stylistic repetitions. On the
whole, the treatment of the motifs is free from the strictures of their
original meaning, ordering or wording. Thus, B��gham��'s depiction of the
pool full of gems appears triggered by the mention of a water-fountain
(chashmah-yi �ab) with the poles crowned by luminous pearls (guhar-
h�a), that appears in the Garsh�asp-n�amah in the lines subsequent to the
passage translated above.52 On a more general level, owing to the intro-
duction of action verbs as well as of direct speech in the prose version, a
switch in the narrative mode occurs | from description to action, which

52See Garsh�asp-n�amah 1975:185, ll. 41{43.
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is by itself highly characteristic of the d�ast�ans.53

The prose rendition of poetic idiom found in the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah is
reminiscent of the rhetorical device of h. all al-manz.�um, or tah. l��l-i shi ,r
(\dissolving of poetry"), which was cultivated in particular in the Arabic
and Persian scribal milieu, being one of the staples of artistic writing.54

It would be amiss, however, to regard the instances of the paraphrase
in the d�ast�an as some folk variety of this stylistic device, for it has a
markedly di�erent function. The h. all al-manz.�um was �rst and foremost
intended to enhance the artistic quality of prose, testifying to the literary
virtuosity of its practitioner and to his, as well as his recipient's, intimate
knowledge of the literary tradition. In case the transposition involved
a concrete borrowed piece, the ability of the addressee to recognize the
intertext was a prerequisite for the proper appraisal of the writer's dex-
terity; all the more so when the original wording was not retained. As for
the paraphrase in the d�ast�an, the purpose of the author is not so much
to display the artistry in an attempt to be on a par with | if not to
surpass | the verse model, as to appropriate ready-made motives and
situations for his lengthy narrative disregarding the stylistic constituent.
The narrative proves to be self-explanatory, and the knowledge of the
intertext does not play an essential role in the comprehension of the text
by its listeners/readers.

The insigni�cance of the ornamental function of poetry-insertion in
the d�ast�ans, as opposed to artistic prose that shuns redundancy, is man-
ifest also in a peculiar formulaic character the inserts might assume. For
example, Firdaus��'s line sit��zah bah-j�a-y�� ras�anad sakhun / kih v��r�an ku-
nad kh�and�an-i kahun (\the enmity can reach such a point / as to destroy
ancient households") is employed thrice in the F��r�uzsh�ah-n�amah in the
same narrative context, describing the consequences, both actual and
potential, of hostilities.55 In the H. amzah-n�amah the shooting of an ar-
row is consistently accompanied by the line from the Sh�ah-n�amah: sut�un
kard chap-r�a kham �avard r�ast / ghar��v (Sh�ah-n�amah: khur�ush) az kham-
i charkh-i ch�ach�� bih-kh�ast (\[The hero] straightened (his) left (hand),
bent his right (hand) / a roar arose from the curve of the Ch�ach bow",56

whereas the description of the Arabs by their foes invariably includes the
well-known verses zih (H. amzah-n�amah has bah) sh��r-i shutur khurdan-u

53On the prevalence in the d�ast�ans of the action narrative mode see Hanaway
1970:226{240; Rubanovich 2004:290.

54For a comprehensive study of the theoretical aspects of h. all al-manz.�um in early
Arabic literature, see Sanni 1998.

55FN 1/258, 1/313, 1/431; cf. Sh�ah-n�amah 1934{35:5/1167, l. 505.
56H. N 36, 46, 77, 139, 140, 217, 222, 240, 405, 430, 529; cf. Sh�ah-n�amah 1987{

2005:3/184, note 18.
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s�usm�ar etc., allegedly from the same poem.57 H. amzah-n�amah is partic-
ularly rich in formulaic usage: in it over half of the interpolations (53
out of 81) are repeated more than twice. The formulaity of some of them
is further reinforced by the set phrase employed immediately before the
insert.58

The examination of the characteristics of poetry-insertion in the
d�ast�ans, presented above, seems to provide some understanding of the
intertextual reuse of the poetic tradition in this type of medieval prose.
The d�ast�an-compilers were by no means unaware of the markedness of
poetry for enhancing the emotional charge, as well as the stylistic expres-
sivity, of the prose narrative, to which fact the insistence of V�a,iz. K�ashif��
on the need to embellish storytelling with verse interpolations bears a
clear testimony. This notwithstanding, the ornamental potential of the
poetic word, which found so forceful an expression in the prosimetrum of
the Kal��lah va Dimnah or Marzb�an-n�amah has been hardly ever realized
in the d�ast�ans. The emphasis, which is laid in them on the narrative
continuity, by contrast with the relative discreteness of artistic prose,59

put a certain constraint on the use of interpolations for purposes not de-
termined by the exigencies of the narrative logic. It is this supreme value
of continuous narration that seems to account for a special fondness of
the d�ast�an-compilers for the narrative poems of Firdaus��, Asad�� T. �us�� and
Niz.�am��. As a result of such emphasis, however, the complexity of mean-
ings, notably in Niz.�am��'s highly sophisticated verse, remained largely
unexplored, leading to the inevitable simpli�cation of the original.

Furthermore, the pars-pro-toto relationship, which typically evolves
between a borrowed quotation and the intertext,60 assumes in the d�as-
t�ans a form quite di�erent from that found in artistic prose, historical
works in particular. In fact, in their treatment of quotations, Muh.am-
mad ,Al�� R�avand�� in his R�ah. at al-s.ud�ur va �ayat al-sur�ur and ,At.�a Malik
Juvayn�� in the T�ar��kh-i jah�an-gush�a employ the procedures of substitu-
tion and de-contextualization (notably, through role and gender reversal)
which to some extent prove similar to those described above in relation
to the d�ast�ans.61 However, unlike in the d�ast�ans, these procedures serve
the two authors for subjugating the borrowed verses to their author-
ity; the quotations thus become a vehicle for conveying the historians'

57H. N 82, 161, 346, 395; cf. Sh�ah-n�amah 1934{35:9/2972, note 11.
58For example, the quotation on arrow shooting is always preceded by the sentence:

\[the hero] fastened to his bow a swift eagle-feathered arrow, [made] of white poplar,
of eleven spans in length", while the invective passage describing the Arabs is regularly
introduced by the phrase: \the Arabs, who [are] eaters of barley-bread, reared up in
desert sands. . . ".

59Cf. Meisami 1997:316.
60Cf. Lachmann 1989:396.
61For references see note 2 above.
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own view of contemporary history. Indeed, in his use of interpolations
from Niz.�am��'s poems, R�avand�� appears to provide subtle ironic repre-
sentation and interpretation of contemporary events,62 whereas Juvayn��,
in his turn, manipulates the inserts from the Sh�ah-n�amah of Firdaus�� as
part of his project to legitimize the Mongols by creating a fusion between
the Mongol cultural ethos and the Iranian epic past.63 Poetic quotations
in these works are involved in \double coding", when the production of
meaning is not determined by the given text, but rather refers back to
the concrete source of quotation. On their part, the d�ast�ans display
an a�rmative rearrangement of poetic tradition that is perceived in its
entirety as a rich reservoir of materials to be reworked in accordance
with the peculiarities of the d�ast�an genre, i.e. the profound narrativity,
formulaity, and aural mode of reception. Located on the interface be-
tween the written literature and oral tradition, the d�ast�ans were one of
the channels by which canonical poetic works, such as the Sh�ah-n�amah
of Firdaus�� or the poems of Niz.�am��, entered the folklore. They give us
an opportunity to catch a glimpse of the dynamic connection of folk
prose and canonical poetry in the thoroughly intertextual environment
of medieval Persian literature.
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